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[The 33th International Academic Seminar〕
Foreword YANE Shinji ( 1 )
Articles
Alcohol Consumption and Gender Difference YOSHIDA Keiko ( 3 )
Optimization of Supply Chain Management Using Intelligent
Search Methodology Based on a Concept Hierarchy Structure
YANG Kun-Woo ( 25 )
A Study of SPA Brand ZARA’s Successful International Marketing Strategy
BYUN Jae-Woong ( 41 )
The Great Eastern Japan Earthquake :
Public Sentiments and Constitutional Issues UMEDA Yurika ( 63 )
[Collaborative Research Projects〕
Articles
Education for Cross-Cultural Understanding through Filmmaking :
From a Visual Anthropology Perspective MINAMIDE Kazuyo ( 75 )
Globalization and Deindustrialization of the Japanese Economy
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